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ABSTRACT
We survey new opportunities to design data systems, data structures and algorithms that can adapt to both data and query workloads. Data keeps growing, hardware keeps changing and new applications appear ever more frequently. One size does not fit all, but data-intensive applications would like to balance and control memory requirements, read costs, write costs, as well as monetary costs on the cloud. This calls for tailored data systems, storage, and computation solutions that match the exact requirements of the scenario at hand. Such systems should be "synthesized" quickly and nearly automatically, removing the human system designers and administrators from the loop as much as possible to keep up with the quick evolution of applications and workloads. In addition, such systems should "learn" from both past and current system performance and workload patterns to keep adapting their design.

We survey new trends in 1) self-designed, and 2) learned data systems and how these technologies can apply to relational, NoSQL, and big data systems as well as to broad data science applications. We focus on both recent research advances and practical applications of this technology, as well as numerous open research opportunities that come from their fusion. We specifically highlight recent work on data structures, algorithms, and query optimization, and how machine learning inspired designs as well as a detailed mapping of the possible design space of solutions can drive innovation to create tailored systems. We also position and connect with past seminal system designs and research in auto-tuning, modular/extensible, and adaptive data systems to highlight the new challenges as well as the opportunities to combine past and new technologies.
For example, a row-store system with a knob that allow it to fine tune its performance such as tuning the buffer pool size or choosing the right set of indexes will not be able to ever match the behavior of a column-store in analytics or the behavior of a key-value store in fast data ingestion. This is because, at its core it will still be defined by the good and the bad properties of its fundamental design choices. In this way, even though we have seen a plethora of innovative solutions in automatically tuning knobs of systems with works in the area of offline and online tuning as well as solutions that allow to adaptively and smoothly make some of these decision with works in the area of adaptive indexing, still those solutions are trapped within an overall system architecture that is defined strictly upfront and it is not easy to change or adapt; e.g., a column-store with adaptive indexing can build indexes automatically but is still defined by the main performance characteristics of a column-store architecture and it will not be a great solution for workloads that do not fit this overall design.

**Self-designed and Learned Systems.** The grant research challenge is whether we can easily or even automatically design systems given a problem. This would allow us to quickly spin off systems for new applications, features and hardware. And it can lead to systems that are able to drastically change their behavior as workload and hardware evolve. While this is clearly a very ambitious goal there are many intermediate steps in terms of removing the dependency on human-based decisions that critically restrict the sets of behaviors a system can assume. In particular, in this tutorial we survey recent innovations on:

1. self-designed systems [26, 31] which know the possible design choices and their combinations for critical system design components such as data storage, and can choose the most appropriate design among drastically different choices
2. learned systems [42, 43] which replace critical system components, restricted by human-made decisions, with models that capture numerous behaviors, making it easier to assume different performance properties.

Collectively these directions open the door for systems that can manipulate their storage and other critical components such as the choice of query processing algorithms, optimization strategies, memory requirements, in drastically more ways than past systems.

**Tutorial Structure.** The tutorial consists of three parts. The first part goes over the overall problem setting as described in this section. The second part discusses major research and industry trends from the past several decades that enabled systems to assume different forms or be easily extensible. In particular, we cover 1) auto-tuning (offline, and online) which allows systems to choose the right set of indexes given a workload, 2) adaptive indexing which allows systems to incrementally adapt and build their indexes as the workload evolves, 3) generalized indexing which allows engineers to easily support new data types in an existing system, as well as 4) modular systems which allow for easily swapping in and out major system components that add functionality. In the third part, we survey self-designed and learned-systems. We explain 1) the new opportunities they bring compared to past solutions, 2) how they can be applied to solve practical problems across many classes of data-intensive applications, and 3) the new research opportunities that arise from their fusion with each other and with past work.

### 2 PART 2: ONE SIZE FITS ALL SYSTEMS

**Offline Indexing.** Offline indexing [13, 32] is the earliest approach on self-tuning database systems. Nowadays, all major database products offer auto-tuning tools to automate the database physical design. Auto-tuning tools mainly rely on “what-if analysis” and close interaction with the optimizer to decide which indices are potentially more useful for a given workload. Offline indexing requires heavy involvement of a database administrator (DBA). Specifically, a DBA invokes the tool and provides its input, i.e., a representative workload. The tool analyzes the given workload and recommends an appropriate physical design.

**Online Indexing.** With online indexing the system continuously monitors the workload and the physical design is periodically reevaluated. System COLT [47] was one of the first online indexing approaches. COLT [55] continuously monitors the workload and periodically in specific epochs, i.e., every N queries, it reconsiders the physical design. The recommended physical design might demand creation of new indices or dropping of old ones. COLT requires many calls to the optimizer to obtain cost estimations. A “lighter” approach, i.e., requiring less calls to the optimizer, was proposed later [11]. Soft indices [47] extended the previous online approaches by building full indices on-the-fly concurrently with queries on the same data, sharing the scan operator. The main limitation of online indexing is that reorganization of the physical design can be a costly action that a) requires a significant amount of time to complete and b) requires a lot of resources. This means that online indexing is appropriate mainly for moderately dynamic workloads where the query patterns do not change very frequently. Otherwise, it may be that by the time we finish adapting the physical design, the workload has changed again, leading to a suboptimal performance.
Adaptive Indexing and Layouts. Adaptive indexing [27] is a lightweight approach in self-tuning databases. Adaptive indexing addresses the limitations of offline and online indexing for dynamic workloads; it reacts to workload changes by building or refining indices partially and incrementally as part of query processing. That is, no DBA or offline processing is needed. By reacting to every single query with lightweight actions, adaptive indexing manages to instantly adapt to a changing work load. As more queries arrive, the more the indices are refined and the more performance improves. Recently this area has received considerable attention with numerous works that study adaptivity with regards to base storage in relational systems, NoSQL systems, updates, concurrency, and time-series data management [2, 3, 7, 15, 18, 22, 23, 27, 28, 33, 46, 53, 54, 56, 57, 60]. Typically, in these lines of work the layout adapts to incoming requests. Similarly works on tuning via experiments [9], learning [4], and tuning via machine learning [1, 24] can adapt parts of a design using feedback from tests.

While auto-tuning and adaptivity provided the ability to achieve many different performance properties for the same system, they do not fundamentally change the properties of a system since it still moves within a narrow design space defined strictly by its original design.

Modular/Extensible Systems and System Synthesizers. Modular systems [52] is an idea that has been explored in many areas of computer science: in database systems in particular the concept has been studied for easily adding data types [20, 21, 50, 51, 58] with minimal implementation effort, or plug and play features and whole system components with clean interfaces [10, 12, 14, 36, 44, 45]. Modularity is a very promising direction for systems building and data-intensive systems in particular (because there is no single perfect storage design). However, in practice we have only seen so far systems with “large” components which do not really allow a system to drastically change its behavior but rather to support or not specific features.

Generalized Tree Indexes. A great example of extensibility is the work on Generalized Search Tree indexes (GiST) [5, 6, 25, 37–40]. GiST aims to make it easy to extend data structures used for indexing and tailor them to specific problems and data with minimal effort. It is a template, an abstract index definition that allows designers and developers to implement a large class of indexes. The original proposal focused on record retrieval only but later work added support for concurrency [38], a more general API [5], improved performance [37], selectivity estimation on generated indexes [6] and even visual tools that help with debugging [39, 40].

3 PART 3: SELF-DESIGNED AND LEARNED SYSTEMS

Self-designed Systems. Self-designed systems rely on the notion of mapping the possible space of critical design decisions in a system. For example, the Data Calculator introduced the design space of key-value storage [31]. The design space is defined by all designs that can be described as combinations and tunings of the “first principles of design”. A first principle is a fundamental design concept that cannot be broken into additional concepts, e.g., for data structure design: fence pointers, links, temporal partitioning, and so on. The intuition is that, over the past decades, researchers have invented numerous fundamental design concepts such that a plethora of new valid designs with interesting properties can be synthesized out of those. The design space presented in [31] is shown to cover state-of-the-art designs, but it also reveals that a massive number of additional storage designs can be derived. As an analogy consider the periodic table of elements in chemistry; it categorized existing elements, but it also predicted unknown elements and their properties. In the same way, we can create the periodic table of data structures [30] which describes more key-value store designs than stars on the sky. Similar efforts have created design spaces in cache coherency protocols for database servers [19] and the design of parallel algorithms [49].

A self-designed system uses the design space to automatically generate designs that fit best a target workload and hardware. To do that we need to know how the various points in the space differ in terms of the performance properties they give to the resulting system. For example, learned cost models [31] is a method that enables learning the costs of fundamental access patterns (random access, scan, sorted search) out of which we can synthesize the costs of complex algorithms for a given data structure specification. These costs can, in turn, be used by machine learning algorithms that iterate over machine generated data structure specifications to label designs, and to compute rewards, deciding which specification to try out next. For example, early results using genetic algorithms [29] and dynamic programming [31] show the strong potential of such approaches to automatically discover close to optimal storage designs. In addition, design continuums [16, 17, 26] is another direction which allows for accurate fast search for the best design. A design continuum is a performance hyperplane that connects a specific subset of designs within the set of all possible designs. Design continuums are effectively a projection of the design space, a “pocket” of designs where we can identify unifying properties among its members. Early results show that there is a design continuum that covers B-tree, LSM-tree, and Log + index key-value stores [26].
**Learned Systems.** In learned systems traditional core data system components are replaced with models. For example a learned index [43] replaces the index part of a data structure with a model. The model may be anything from a simple linear model, a hierarchy of models, to an arbitrarily complex neural network. In turn, the data structure may be the structure used for base storage, secondary indexing or any other data structure needed in the system. Models capture data properties that in many cases are hard to capture with a generic one size fits all data structure design that has predefined workloads it supports well. In addition, a model in most cases will require much less data to represent the index information needed in a data structure, resulting in a design with much less memory footprint than standard designs. This is important especially in cloud environments where the amount of memory is a significant cost factor. In addition, replacing key-based metadata in an index with a model, effectively shifts the cost of traversing an index from memory bound to CPU bound which favors modern hardware. Early results with learned indexes [43] show that it is possible to match or even outperform traditional indexes while having a much smaller memory footprint.

The principle of replacing traditional system components with models can be applied in numerous areas of data systems design. For example recent work on learned cardinality estimation [35] shows promising results on tackling one of the oldest problems in database optimization which routinely leads to bad query plans due to stale statistics. In addition, recent work on learned optimizers shows promising results in optimizing complex query plans with many joins [48]. SageDB is a recent system proposal for a holistic design of a data system where learned components are a first class citizen in its design [42]. Models can help in many more areas, e.g., they can even be used as data representation method to store old data or to perform approximate processing [34].

**Research Opportunities.** The new opportunity with self-designed and learned systems is the ability to design data systems that can provide a wider range of performance behaviors compared to past designs that relied only on auto-tuning and adaptivity. For example, a self-designed system can assume any behavior as long as it is part of its design space while a learned system can assume any behavior that the models can support. In both cases we can assume many more behaviors than what a fixed a priori design can do. There are numerous open research problems with both directions, e.g., for self-designed systems: efficient search of the optimal design, quick and efficient code generation of the target design, easy extensibility to expand the supported design space, and for learned systems: efficient storage of models, efficient execution of complex models with modern hardware, robustness and interpetability of performance results.

Further, there are exciting research and practical opportunities that arise from the fusion of learned and self-designed systems as well as workload-triggered adaptivity [27], and modern takes on auto-tuning with machine learning [1]. The long term agenda is toward building systems that have models and design spaces as first class citizens while being able to adapt to query workloads as well as auto-tune any knobs exposed. In practice all systems expose knobs sooner or later, e.g., to accommodate special performance or feature needs that arise after the system goes on production.

**Applications: Relational, Big Data, Data Science.** In the last part of the tutorial we touch on how the new directions described can apply across numerous data-intensive areas beyond relational systems. We discuss NoSQL systems (e.g., LSM-trees, B-trees, and Log+index systems), as well as broad data science applications such as statistics-heavy processing and machine learning systems. Effectively, all these areas have in common the need to process ever growing amounts of data. The data storage and exact processing algorithms supported need to vary depending on the exact access patterns desired by the high level algorithms/workloads and by the hardware. As data grows, even the slightest sub-optimality in these decisions can cost anything from hours to days in processing. The new ideas presented in this tutorial showcase open research problems towards being able to generate close to optimal storage systems for such data-intensive applications.

### 4 AUDIENCE AND OUTPUT

**Audience.** The target audience for this tutorial is students, academics, researchers and software engineers with basic knowledge on data structures, algorithms and data system design. We assume basic understanding of fundamental data structures such as B-trees, LSM-trees, and Hash-tables. In addition, we assume basic knowledge of database system architectures, their components and how they broadly interact, e.g., a high level understanding of cost based optimizers, execution engine, storage engine, row-stores, and column-stores. The tutorial is self-contained in providing all necessary background, no prior knowledge is needed on auto-tuning, adaptive systems/indexing, self-designed and learned systems.

**Output.** The target learning output is as follows:

1. understanding the need of building new tailored systems that match the application needs
2. understanding the long term technical limitations of state-of-the-art knob-based systems
3. exposure to the new research challenges with self-designed and learned systems
4. exposure to the new opportunities across diverse data-intensive contexts: relational, NoSQL, and data science
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